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The role of dispersal and demography in determining the efficacy of marine reserves

Leah R. Gerber, Selina S. Heppell, Ford Ballantyne, and Enric Sala

Abstract: Marine reserves are rapidly becoming an important tool for protection and recovery of depleted marine populations. However, the relative value of reserves to particular species is strongly dependent on its life history and behavior. We present a general conceptual framework for considering dispersal in simple demographic models. This framework includes transition matrices that consist of two age-structured models connected by transition probabilities for general migration, ontogenetic shifts, and recruitment in both a reserve and an unprotected area. We show that life history characteristics and perturbation analysis can be used to predict changes in growth rate due to a decrease in adult mortality resulting from a marine reserve for different levels and types of dispersal. Reserves enhanced growth rate for all species irrespective of net dispersal between the reserve and surrounding matrix habitat, but the efficacy of reserves relative to catch reduction depended significantly on the magnitude and sign of net dispersal across the reserve boundary. Patterns of reserve efficacy across different dispersal types were strongly species specific. Given the paucity of spatially explicit data for many marine systems and species, this simple approach represents a first step in applying life history information to advance current theory and provide practical considerations for marine reserve management.

Introduction

The benefits of no-take marine reserves are many, including an increase in size and biomass of target species and local enhancement of fisheries (Allison et al. 1998; National Research Council 2001; Gell and Roberts 2003). The role of dispersal in marine protected area design has been addressed by a number of researchers, both empirically (e.g., Martell et al. 2000; Grantham et al. 2003) and theoretically (Quinn et al. 1993; Stockhausen et al. 2000; Botsford et al. 2001), although rarely in a comparative framework (but see Polacheck 1990; Acosta 2002; Lockwood et al. 2002). Dispersal may be modeled simply as diffusion into and out of a reserve, spillover in response to density dependence, or directed dispersal due to migration or ontogenetic shifts in habitat use that are life history dependent. The latter, in particular, has been overlooked in most theoretical treatments of marine reserves, in spite of the fact that most marine spe-
cies undergo major habitat shifts at least once in their life history.

Because marine species typically exhibit complex life histories with multiple ontogenetic shifts (e.g., directed spill-over between habitats that occurs when individuals move from one life stage to the next), only under rare circumstances would a reserve encompass the entire life cycle of a species or population. Likewise, patchy distribution of resources forces many marine species to disperse long distances, even within a life stage, and migration across reserve boundaries that are fixed in space and (or) time is certain to impact population dynamics. Theoretical studies suggest that reserves should provide fewer benefits to species with greater rates of dispersal as adults (see review by Gerber et al. 2003). Therefore, species with moderate rates of dispersal are good candidates for reserves because high adult dispersal allows for too little protection of reproductive output within reserves, and low adult dispersal does not increase catch outside reserves. But, from a purely conservation standpoint, evidence suggests that marine reserves appear to be most effective for both preventing extinction and promoting recovery for those species that exhibit a low population growth rate (λ) and a low dispersal rate (Gerber et al. 2002).

Any approach to comparing the efficacy of reserves has to be developed in the context of the objective of the reserve (Agardy 1994). Possible objectives for enhancement of particular species could be to maximize population abundance and yield, to minimize rate of population decline, or to minimize the probability that the population falls below some quasi-extinction threshold. The potential effects of reserves on single species can only be determined with the incorporation of spatial and demographic information. The previously popular assumption of a common pool of larval dispersal is inadequate (Gaines et al. 2003) owing to species-specific differences in the spatiotemporal distribution of larvae; hence, metapopulation structure and connectivity (via migration or larval dispersal) need to be incorporated into reserve design and evaluation. In addition, demography needs to be taken into account because reserve effects vary as a function of life histories (Hooker and Gerber 2004).

In this paper, we propose that modeling tools based on life history theory can be used by decision makers to design marine reserves for target species and by managers to evaluate the efficacy of different reserve designs. Our measure of efficacy is the change in the maximum eigenvalue of a deterministic projection matrix with a proportional change in mortality. Our assumption is that maximizing the λ of a population should have a significant impact on population recovery and spillover, an important objective for fishery enhancement. We present a conceptual framework using simple spatial matrix population models that incorporate life history and dispersal information (Wootton and Bell 1992; Doak 1995) to determine the efficacy of marine reserves as a function of spatial and demographic parameters.

Methods

A conceptual framework for evaluating the importance of life history and dispersal in reserve efficacy

Four conceptual models for the role of dispersal in simple life history models are illustrated (Fig. 1). The selection of the appropriate model will depend on the particular life history and dispersal mechanism of the focal organism. Our general conceptual model includes transition probabilities for general migration (spillover), ontogenetic shifts, and recruitment (e.g., larval dispersal) between a reserve and an unprotected area. We illustrate a situation in which the primary mechanism of dispersal between the protected area and unprotected area is recruitment (Fig. 1a). Here, animals spend their whole lives in one location or the other, with low mobility. This scenario might be appropriate for sessile invertebrates (e.g., urchins), where larval dispersal between sites outweighs adult and juvenile dispersal. We then describe a situation in which adults and (or) juveniles move between protected and unprotected sites, with insignificant larval or newborn exchange (Fig. 1b). Migration into and out of the reserve may occur as spillover in the adult, juvenile, or both adult and juvenile stages. Also depicted is a situation in which exchange between sites only occurs as individuals undergo an ontogenetic niche shift between protected and unprotected sites (Fig. 1c). Ontogenetic shifts in habitat use occur for many reef fish species, which move from estuarine to pelagic environments between the juvenile and adult life stages. Here, a reserve established for a particular habitat will have stronger impacts on the life stage that occupies that habitat. A variation of this scenario is one in which the reserve protects only the breeding or nesting grounds of species, such as the spawning sites of groupers (e.g., Sala et al. 2003) or turtle nesting beaches. In these cases, individuals tend to make their way into the reserve after a particular life stage and only for short periods of time. When spawning, calving, or pupping areas are protected, the net effect is that those adults are in the reserve for that year or portion of a year, with higher survival or offspring production rates, even if they are not physically in the reserve all the time. The generic model (Fig. 1d) allows explicit incorporation of any or all of these transition probabilities. Below, we illustrate the application of this framework for four representative life histories of species in the Gulf of California and Baja California to examine the role of dispersal at different life stages in reserve efficacy.

Developing a spatial demographic model for evaluating reserve efficacy

We used our conceptual framework to examine two questions: (i) does dispersal reduce the efficacy of reserves for species that are otherwise predicted to respond strongly assuming no dispersal, and (ii) how does dispersal increase the efficacy of reserves for species that are otherwise predicted to show very little response from their establishment because of slow demographic rates? For a representative range of life histories for marine species, we examined the degree to which dispersal between a reserve area and a nonreserve area mitigates the effect of a reduction in adult mortality on reserve efficacy using the approach of Gerber and Heppell (2004). The species we chose as case studies (goliath grouper (Epinephalus itajara), sea urchin (Tripneustes ventricosus), loggerhead sea turtle (Caretta caretta), and gray whale (Eschrichtius robustus)) (Table 1) exhibit different types of dispersal and a wide range of mortality, which could be reduced by protected areas.
Fig. 1. Conceptual framework for considering dispersal in simple demographic models. The model includes transition probabilities for general migration (spillover), ontogenetic shifts (directed spillover), and recruitment (larval dispersal). (a) A situation in which the primary mechanism of exchange is larval dispersal; (b) a situation with random exchange among adult life stages; (c) a situation with random exchange among adult and juvenile life stages but insignificant larval exchange; (d) a generic model that allows explicit incorporation of any or all of these transition probabilities.
We constructed a two-site matrix model for each species, with two patches representing a reserve and an unprotected population (Morris and Doak 2002). Each patch matrix was age structured with adults grouped into a single stage (Heppell et al. 2000). Vital rates and stages are provided (Table 1). In our model, dispersal between populations can be incorporated into the same general form of simple matrix models. The inclusion of dispersal results in the following two-patch matrix, where $M$ represents dispersal for each matrix transition:

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
0 & 0 & \cdots & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB})F_A & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB})F_A \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB})F_A & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB})F_A \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB}) & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB}) \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB}) & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB}) \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & P_{\alpha i}M_{AB}F_A & P_{\alpha i}M_{AB}F_A \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & P_{\alpha i}M_{AB} & P_{\alpha i}M_{AB} \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & P_{\alpha i}M_{AB} & P_{\alpha i}M_{AB} \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & P_{\alpha i}M_{AB} & P_{\alpha i}M_{AB} \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB})F_A & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB})F_A \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB})F_A & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB})F_A \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB}) & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB}) \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB}) & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB}) \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB}) & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB}) \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB}) & P_{\alpha i}(1-M_{AB}) \\
\end{pmatrix}
$$

This is a general model intended to illustrate the range of possible dispersal scenarios and ontogenetic shifts between different life stages to and from the protected area (see Fig. 2). The model (shown in age-structured form, where each row–column represents a single age-class for juveniles, and adults are grouped into one stage) contains two single-site matrices: $A$, the unprotected site, and $B$, the reserve site. The parameters $P_i$ represent mean annual survival probabilities for age-class $i$, and $F_A$ and $F_B$ are the mean annual fertility rates outside and inside the reserve, respectively. The length of the juvenile stage is dependent on age at maturity, $\alpha$ (Table 1). The matrices in the other two quadrants reflect transitions between patches from $A$ to $B$ (lower left) or $B$ to $A$ (upper right). The postbreeding census format results in an annual sequence for each age-class of survival, migration, and reproduction. Thus, a reproduction term is applied to the last age-class of survival, migration, and reproduction. For our four examples, the life stage in which dispersal occurs varies among species (Tables 1 and 2). A constant migration probability is assigned to the age 0 class (eggs or newborns), juvenile age-classes, or the adult stage for each submatrix. Because in the real world, reserves are much smaller than unprotected areas, our model allows the probability of moving in and out of the reserve probabilities to differ (i.e., $M_{AB}$ need not be equal to $M_{BA}$).

The projection matrix maps a vector of population sizes in one time unit onto the vector of population sizes in the next unit. This vector represents population size in each age-class (e.g., the number of individuals in ages-classes 0, 1, 2, ..., $\alpha$, where $\alpha$ is adult) for sites A and B. The number of adults in one time unit in patch A that survive and do not move plus the number of adults from the previous time unit in patch B that survive and migrate out of the reserve. The time interval for all models is 1 year, so we assume that adults are either protected or not for an entire year. Adults that migrate to a reserve for breeding are not in that location year-round but do experience a lower annual mortality because they are there for part of the year. In the case of marine mammals, at least, this would also improve fecundity for those individuals that breed in the reserve.

Using this model, we evaluated how life history and a reduction in mortality interact to determine $\lambda$ for the two-patch matrix created for each species (see Fujiwara and Caswell (2001), Kareiva et al. (2001), and Gerber and Heppell (2004) for an explanation of survival versus mortality sensitivity). For each case study, we made the simplifying assumption that establishing a reserve reduces adult mortality by 20% at site B, where mortality is 1 – annual survival probability. We then evaluated the effect of dispersal during different life stages on $\lambda$ calculated for the entire two-patch matrix. We focus on a reduction in adult mortality because, in general, adults are the focus of a fisheries, and thus, we seek to measure the potential impact of reserves based on protection of this life stage. For simplicity, we assume that all mortality is fishing mortality (e.g., $1 - P_\alpha$ is multiplied by 0.8). We compared the simplest reserve model with a generic reduction in adult mortality (e.g., as would occur with a constant mortality reduction analogous to a quota management scenario), where there is no effective reserve and mortality is reduced in sites A and B by 10%; we then included multiple forms of dispersal and timing of dispersal for two different dispersal rates.

**How does dispersal rate interact with life history to determine reserve efficacy?**

First, we compared population $\lambda$ values for models with different dispersal rates to a constant mortality reduction (with no dispersal) in which mortality is reduced by 10% for both patches (versus the reserve system where mortality is reduced by 20% in one patch). For gray whales and sea turtles, we considered the effect of adult dispersal, and for sea urchins and groupers, we considered the effect of larval dis-
persal in reserve efficacy (Fig. 2), although we are aware that groupers can exhibit important spawning migrations (Sadovy and Eklund 1999). While limited data on dispersal distances are available for these species, we examined the sensitivity of reserve efficacy (i.e., increase in $\lambda$) to a range of dispersal scenarios to evaluate the relative importance of dispersal in predicting the effects of reserves based on life history. Parameter values for model scenarios are defined (Table 2a). This analysis helps to identify how changes in dispersal and vital rates affect reserve efficacy for each model. However, this simple approach does not allow for the additional dispersal patterns and ontogenetic shifts that exist in these four species (e.g., grouper exhibit juvenile ontogenetic shifts).

How does dispersal mechanism interact with life history to determine reserve efficacy?

To explore the degree to which the details of dispersal matter, we then evaluate how life history and various modes of dispersal interact to determine the efficacy of reserves. For each species, we considered the impact of including each single mechanism of dispersal as defined above on reserve efficacy. We examined the relative impact of each mechanism of dispersal for two different dispersal rates (low and high dispersal from reserve to unprotected site; Table 2b).

In light of the paucity of dispersal data for these species, our intention here was not to parameterize realistic models for each species. Thus, while no single scenario encompasses the full range of biological complexity for the species considered, our intention is to compare the relative importance of each single dispersal mechanism to reserve efficacy.

Results

Results may be interpreted as general differences between four representative heuristic models for marine species. Models with dispersal may or may not differ from what we would predict from elasticity analysis of the life cycle (sensu Gerber and Heppell 2004). The spatial perturbation analysis approach used in this study is not specific to marine reserves as a management tool (i.e., perturbation analysis can be applied to examine a suite of hypothesized threats and po-
tential management strategies that are species or location specific).

How does dispersal rate interact with life history to determine reserve efficacy?

For our first analysis, the change in $\lambda$ resulting from a decrease in adult mortality and stage-specific dispersal varied for each representative life history (Fig. 3). It should be noted, however, that the effects on $\lambda$ caused by vital rate values and age at maturity are confounded with model structure in the first analysis (e.g., dispersal occurs in different stages for urchins and whales). With this in mind, comparisons can be made between species and for different model scenarios for each species. Overall, sea urchins and groupers exhibited the most striking response to the establishment of a reserve, while whales and sea turtles exhibited a smaller absolute increase in $\lambda$ following a decrease in adult mortality (also see Gerber and Heppell 2004). The maximum increase in $\lambda$ is achieved when there is no dispersal, as the dominant eigenvalue for the metapopulation matrix is driven by the submatrix with the highest $\lambda$ (site B).

The predicted change in $\lambda$ for all species was reduced when dispersal was added to the model. The effect of dispersal is to proportionately reduce the maximum benefit attainable by the reduction in mortality that occurs in the reserve because individuals “leak out” and the net reduction in mortality is reduced. Thus, the magnitude and sign of net dispersal across the reserve boundary had strong effects on the efficacy of reserves for all species, but the responses took on the same shape for all four species. Under the reduced catch scenario, the change in $\lambda$ was half of that expected from the no-dispersal scenario. The efficacy of reserves relative to catch reduction or the maximum benefit possible depended significantly on net dispersal (Fig. 3). When net dispersal was negative (i.e., higher dispersal out of reserve), efficacy was lower than that of catch reduction for all four species.

For these models, reserves were most effective when dispersal in both directions was zero. In this type of model, source (reserve) and sink (fished) habitats are disconnected and fisheries have no access to stocks protected within the reserve boundary; thus, the reserve effects are pronounced and the asymptotic population $\lambda$ is entirely driven by dynamics inside the reserve. This is because the population size of the reserve eventually becomes arbitrarily large relative to the unprotected site so that the growth of the population as a whole approaches that of the reserve site. This dynamic may be prevented by finite patch size in real systems, where the protected area is likely to be smaller than the unprotected area. Thus, our method will be most useful for looking at responses to small changes in mortality when populations in both patches are initially rather close to equilibrium. Nonetheless, reserves have only slightly lower efficacy when dispersal is net positive (emigration < immigration) and still higher efficacy than fisheries reduction. When reserved and nonreserved populations mix equally, reserves and fisheries reduction have nearly equal efficacy for all case studies.

The consistency of reserve efficacy across taxa suggests that dispersal may indeed override life history considerations when setting reserves. More specifically, if the dispersal of a target species from a reserve is high relative to the replacement of these emigrants from external habitats, reserves may be a less effective tool than more traditional methods of fisheries management. In this case, reserves may be merely

---

**Table 2.** Dispersal parameters in model scenarios used to generate (a) Fig. 3 and (b) Fig. 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) Model scenario.</th>
<th>$M_{AB}$</th>
<th>$M_{BA}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No dispersal into reserve</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High dispersal out of reserve (small reserve)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High dispersal into reserve (large reserve)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mixing (reserves are of equal size or attractiveness)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Dispersal scenario.  
- Recruitment: $P_0$
- Adult spillover: $P_{a}$, $P_{a}F$
- Juvenile spillover: $P_{a+1}$, $P_{a+1}F$, $P_{a}F$
- Adult breeding reserve (ontogenetic shift): $P_{a}$, $P_{a+1}$, $P_{a+1}F$, $P_{a}F$
- All-age spillover: $P_{a}$, $P_{a+1}$, $P_{a+1}F$, $P_{a}F$

How does dispersal interact with life history to determine reserve efficacy?

**Note:** (a) For gray whales and turtles, dispersal is modeled as adult spillover; for urchins and groupers, dispersal is modeled as recruitment. Adult mortality is reduced by 20% in the reserve site for all dispersal scenarios and by 10% in both the reserve and nonreserve sites for the catch reduction scenario. (b) Dispersal parameters in model scenarios for high dispersal out of the reserve (Fig. 4a) and high dispersal into the reserve (Fig. 4b). For all scenarios, adult mortality is reduced by 20% in the reserve site.
“show-and-tell” boundaries set over well-mixed fishing grounds.

**How does dispersal mechanism interact with life history to determine reserve efficacy?**

In our second analysis we examine how dispersal at different life stages (versus different net rates; Fig. 3) determines the efficacy of reserves for the same four species. Reserves increased population values of all species much more strongly when net dispersal into the reserve was high (compare Figs. 4a and 4b), echoing results from our first analysis. Reserves had stronger effects on groupers and whales when the model assumed juvenile or adult and juvenile spillover (Fig. 4). Thus, as long as juveniles disperse from the reserve into the fished matrix, reserves will increase population values of whales and groupers more than catch reduction. By contrast, reserves had the strongest effect on turtles when dispersal occurred as an ontogenetic niche shift for maturing juveniles, and urchins showed similar responses to reserves for all dispersal scenarios (Fig. 4). This is most likely due to differences in the elasticity values of adults versus juveniles (see Gerber and Heppell 2004). Finally, the relative effects of ontogenetic dispersal were similar when net dispersal was negative (Fig. 4a) or positive (Fig. 4b). In general, patterns of reserve efficacy across different dispersal types were strongly species specific.

**Discussion**

Studies of marine reserves have highlighted the importance of dispersal (especially larval transport; Gaines et al. 2003) and life history (Gerber and Heppell 2004) in maximizing conservation goals in the face of harvest. This paper illustrates how a more general theory of marine reserves should include both. Our results convey the importance of dispersal in determining reserve efficacy and more generally in interpreting the results of simple demographic models that ignore dispersal. In addition to the general message that dispersal matters, our results highlight the importance of understanding particular mechanisms of dispersal. Furthermore, the results convey the lack of generality among species in responses to relative importance of migration, ontogenetic shifts, and recruitment. This highlights the importance of including detailed information in both empirical and theoretical investigations of reserve efficacy.

Categorizing life histories according to their response to changes in stage-specific mortality may provide a useful method for considering conservation options (Heppell et al. 2000; Gerber and Heppell 2004). Demographic sensitivity analysis allows researchers to analyze a priori how much a small change in a demographic rate (here, adult survival) influences a population’s potential for recovery. Further, such approaches rely on minimal data (e.g., survival and fecundity rates) and may allow researchers to predict the effects of alternative management actions (Heppell et al. 1999). In the context of marine reserves, these analyses must be spatially explicit to cope with the connectivity between protected and unprotected populations determined by migration, larval transport, and ontogenetic habitat shifts. We showed that life history theory can be used to predict changes in λ resulting from a decrease in adult mortality following establishment of a marine reserve for four species with different life histories and further illustrate the complexity of including different types of dispersal for species with complex life histories. Given the paucity of spatially explicit data for many marine systems, our simple approach represents a first step in applying life history information to advance current theory and provide practical considerations for marine reserve management.

These results are consistent with current theory concluding that moderate rates of juvenile and adult dispersal render reserves more effective because high adult dispersal allows for too little protection of reproductive output within reserves, and low adult dispersal allows no increase in catch outside the reserves per unit area protected (Botsford et al. 2003; Gerber et al. 2003 and references therein). Furthermore, our results suggest that, in addition to higher population recovery rates following reserve implementation for species with high reproductive output (e.g., urchins and groupers), those with high larval dispersal may benefit more than those with high adult dispersal (e.g., whales and turtles). Our explicit consideration of recruitment from the unprotected area to the reserve has been largely ignored in theoretical and empirical studies of reserve efficacy.

Further assessment, both theoretical and empirical, is needed to develop driving principles for reserve design and life history attributes. A more systematic evaluation of the effect of variation in cofactors (e.g., stage-specific dispersal and demography) is an important next step. Explicitly incorporating uncertainty in vital rates is also critical to the application.
of demographic analysis to marine reserve design. Finally, an important next step will be to include density-dependent population growth in this type of modeling framework. While our model assumes that growing fast is more important than the ultimate population size reached, in the real world where protected areas are generally smaller than unprotected sites, density dependence is likely to be relevant. Thus, a more sophisticated density-dependent model may be more useful for assessing management policies. However, our comparative framework will be particularly effective for evaluating perturbation responses across species for which we do not have detailed information on dispersal and for those that exhibit clear changes in habitat through their life history.

Arguably, a species by species approach may have limited value when designing networks of reserves over a large ecoregion, where biodiversity protection accompanies fishery enhancement as a conservation goal. However, we believe that a representative group of species covering a wide range of life histories could be used to design a network of marine reserves at an ecoregional level. For example, the species treated here as case studies all inhabit, permanently or temporarily, the Gulf of California. In the Gulf of California, there is currently a move afoot among scientists, conservation organizations, and the Mexican government to establish new protected areas. Recent studies in the central and southern Gulf have proposed a design strategy for the establishment of such no-take reserves using data on biodiversity, ecological processes, and socioeconomic factors (Sala et al. 2002). However, there are no general formulae to decide how to prioritize establishment of reserves to maximize recovery of imperiled populations. Further, most existing reserves do not have explicit goals and expectations, and temporal changes in the species populations in the reserves are not consistently monitored. An important next step will be to use our conceptual framework as a basis for identifying relevant time frames for monitoring based on life history and dispersal data.
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